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How Do Vertical Blinds
Work?

Reduced Energy Cost
Reduce Sunlight Glare
Light Control
Privacy

Vertical Blinds creates a
stylish and classic look that
has improved with time. The
choice of material for this
affordable product is endless.

The Vertical Blind has been the
standard for sliding glass doors
and large window spans for
years. The materials used are
mostly PVC and fabric vanes,
with the higher priced wood
vanes as a final choice. The
vertical is always the economical
choice for large expanses of
windows in offices and
apartment buildings. The
materials are always changing
with the mood of whatever the
current décor trend is. Some of
the newer trends include
jacquard fabric vanes, textured
PVC vanes and vanes composed
of string material that gives the
feeling of living in the Caribbean.

The Vertical Blind consist of a top
mounted track that contains carriers
that move and tilt vanes which hang
vertically. The track’s carriers move
using either a pantograph system or a
linked spacer system. The pantograph
track or better know as the scissor
track is the most common and easy to
manufacture. The spacer track stacks
the vanes tighter when the blind is
opened and the carriers have what is
called a self aligning feature. The
carriers controls the stems that
protrude downwards past the bottom
of the track so the vertical vanes can
hang from these stems. The vertical
vanes are made of PVC, various fabrics
or wood. The PVC and fabric vanes
have many colors and textures, while
the wood vanes consist of short wood
segments that are hinged together.
The controls are a traverse cord that
moves the carriers from side to side
and a tilt chain that will tilt the vanes
closed or open. The vanes can stack to
one side of the window, equally on
both sides or stack in the middle.

Vertical Blinds can cover most
window sizes and even angled
windows. They are best used
for windows and doors that
slide to one side.
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At RED OAKS SHUTTER, we not
only offer over 30 yrs of

experience for outdoor
Hurricane Shutters, we offer
over 20 yrs experience in indoor
window treatment products.
Still, the most important offer
we have for you is our SERVICE,
service that is given from
knowledgeable and helpful
technicians. With so many
options available today, you
want RED OAKS SHUTTER to
help you sort through the
decision making process and
lead you to the best product for
your windows or doors.

www.RedOaksShutter.com

221 SW 5th Ct.
Pompano Beach, FL 33060
Phone: (954) 782-9325
Fax: (954) 782-2890

We offer a complete array of
interior and exterior window
treatment products to accompany
the many needs of any home!

